Letter 911b
The Two Signs of Wonder
2022-05-06
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Dear Yeshua,
Friday, 6 May 2022, 1:15PM
In Letter 911 I write about how angel Gabriel gave a word to me regarding Signs and Wonders. To quote:
“I WILL BE CONFIRMING WITH SIGNS AND WONDERS
THE TESTIMONY THAT GOD HAS GIVEN YOU.”
What I am about to report I believe to be the Uirst two signs since Gabriel’s proclamation in Letter 911.
Today at 10AM I met with Brother (CB73), at McDonalds in Issaquah.
The Lord Holy Spirit Uirst introduced us at (U19), where I have been attending services since late last year.
I wanted to share with (CB73) portions of my testimony as documented in Letters to Daniel.
During the course of our conversation, (CB73) asked a question that gave me pause, and to which I had to
search my mind for an answer.
Then, I was reminded of one of the books that I had with me in my briefcase.
The book is titled “The Man Who Talked With Angels”. It is a biography about Pastor Roland Buck, written
by his daughter Sharon White. Another book had been previously written about Pastor Buck, called
Angels On Assignment.
Both of the these books have signiUicance to me personally, since it was angel Gabe who kept referring to
them early in our friendship. See Letter 205.
I pulled the book out of my case and held it up so that (CB73) could see the cover. Immediately he begin
to tell me how he had been a member of the Church where Pastor Buck pastored, and that he knew Pastor
Buck, and the book in my hand, and of the Uirst book Angels On Assignment.
To say I was dumbfounded and astonished would be an understatement. I then remarked to (CB73) how
this event was both a Sign and a Wonder to me.
Then, on the drive home, I saw a white pickup truck. It was traveling in the same direction as me, but in
the outer-most right lane in order to exit the freeway.
I looked at it a few times, and then discerned that there was a message to me written on the truck .
Painted on the side of the driver’s door, and on the tailgate, were these words:
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“HEARTLAND”
“WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED”
and
“WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED”
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Both the words “Heart” and “Covered” are an integral part of my Testimony, and have great signiUicance to
me. It also signiUicant to note that “covered” was written twice.
This was the second sign to me that let me know that today’s meeting with (CB73) was in keeping with
our Father’s will, and the beginning of the fulUillment of Gabriel’s words in Letter 911.
Thank you Jesus (and many times over).
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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